's infamous flooding rains were absent from the Victorian environment for over a decade, long enough to facilitate the gradual but grudging acceptance amongst the state's inhabitants of their seemingly interminable counterpart: drought. By 2010, we had not personally experienced 'proper' rain since childhood. In absence, even our memories of rain had dimmed; the very idea had been rendered mythological, as abstract as God. We had come to consider Mackellar's description of 'steady, soaking rain' arriving after inevitably temporary periods of drought as nothing more than a literary liberty; an imagined artifice deployed towards the retention of rhyme throughout her patriotic poem rather than a description of actual, observable ecological reality.
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Droughts and Flooding Rains
Dorothea Mackellar's infamous flooding rains were absent from the Victorian environment for over a decade, long enough to facilitate the gradual but grudging acceptance amongst the state's inhabitants of their seemingly interminable counterpart: drought. By 2010, we had not personally experienced 'proper' rain since childhood. In absence, even our memories of rain had dimmed; the very idea had been rendered mythological, as abstract as God. We had come to consider Mackellar's description of 'steady, soaking rain' arriving after inevitably temporary periods of drought as nothing more than a literary liberty; an imagined artifice deployed towards the retention of rhyme throughout her patriotic poem rather than a description of actual, observable ecological reality.
Like many Melburnians at this time, we had-at least to a certain extentreconciled (or resigned) ourselves to a continuing lack of water resources and to the prospect of a very dry future. Then, in late 2010, it began to pour; this was not just rain, but the steady, soaking downpours of what had come to appear as nothing more than a fanciful figment of Mackellar's imagination. The exhilaration and optimism we experienced in the wake of these rains is difficult to describe. As young people engaged with climate change discourses, existing in painful awareness of the ecological challenges we all confront, and facing the prospect of a life without sufficient water, our experience of sustained, serious rains was transcendent. For a brief window, we felt hope.
By February 2011, however, large tracts of Victoria and Queensland were under water. The scale of the destruction, so tragically precipitated by the very element we had for so long coveted and even prayed for under the haplessly sincere urgings of then Prime Minister Howard ('Pray for Rain, Urges Howard'), was immense. The sense that something 'wasn't right' in our environment began to re-emerge in public discourses with renewed urgency; the realisation that climate change would result in more frequent and extreme instances of both sides of Mackellar's environmental coin was disturbingly revelatory. Despite our culture of forgetfulness, facilitated by the longest period of drought on record (Melbourne Water) on the driest inhabited continent on earth (Australian Government Department of Foreign Affairs & Trade), it turned out Australia was still, after all, a place 'of droughts and flooding rains' (Mackellar) .
As the floodwaters began to recede, we found ourselves wondering why Mackellar's observations-representing, as we saw it, the insufficiency of settler Australians' knowledge of 'their' environment-remained inadequately understood, over a century later, by the broader Australian community. Why had the droughts and floods we had just endured come as such an 'unexpected' shock and been described, despite their increasingly frequent and repetitive occurrence, as one-in-one-hundred-year events? We found ourselves wondering whether our contemporary experiences of ecological disaster were merely indicative of natural shifts and cycles, or whether something in our environment was already wrong, changed or in the process of changing? In addressing the second question, we came up against the first: why, we wondered, don't settler Australian cultures know enough about their surrounding environments in order to answer either? Was the answer to be found in Mackellar's location at 'home' in England at the time of writing her patriotic reflection on what she had originally entitled Core of My Heart? That is, does the persistent rite of passage for settler Australians of a journey back to 'the mother country' function as a diversion, a displacement, an escape from the settler experience of unsettlement, or a means of reflecting upon and understanding Australia more accurately from afar?
As we were to discover, the questions we found ourselves asking in the wake of the floods were in many ways not particularly or peculiarly timely or topical at all, but referred to enduring facets of settler Australian relationships to Australian lands-to place, settlement and home-that have simply been rendered increasingly urgent under the imminent threat of climate change.
The following comprises an examination and attempted explication of some of the issues and questions this period raises in relation to settler unsettlement, travel and climate change in Australia; in particular, the ways in which the travel habits of settler Australians are intertwined with climate change and its mitigation on the one hand and with Australia's settler-colonial history on the other. It is our suggestion that settler Australians need to settle both physically, by curbing their propensity for air travel and thereby their contribution to anthropogenic climate change, as well as metaphysically, by reconciling with their histories and resolving their as yet unsettled situatedness within settlercolonial Australia. ). Yet the boundaries delimiting migrants from the settler population are by no means permanently fixed; the political economy of settler colonialism is 'a dynamic environment where different groups are routinely imagined as transiting from one section of the population system to another ' (20) . Our conception of a restrictedly dynamic settler Australian population may therefore be conceived as closely resembling Hage's categorisation of 'White Australians', into which migrants may be 'assimilated' through the accumulation of sufficient 'practical nationality', a process nevertheless constrained by an individual's habitus and the limitations imposed upon it by the 'aristocracy of the field' (53-62).
Settler Australians
In Australia, the dominant ethnic core of the (settler) nation (Smith) has been historically inhabited by settlers of Anglo-Celtic origins and descent and it is this aristocratic section of the Australian population to which our analysis primarily pertains. Yet beyond this analytically useful categorisation we also acknowledge the complexity and contingency of the settler collective; in adopting the term 'settler Australians', we are not intending to artificially homogenise or render monolithic an inherently dynamic and heterogeneous situation. Rather we are intentionally adopting the taxonomy of settler-colonialism in order to uncover, analyse and thereby problematise the specific structural imperatives and exigencies we conceive as central to the settler Australian experience, perhaps more central to the experiences of settlers of Anglo-Celtic origins than others but of relevance to all those who regard themselves as inhabitants of the settler Australian national imaginary nonetheless. Importantly, as Read has outlined, settler Australians can and do experience a sense of belonging in place (Returning to Nothing; Belonging); our intention here is not to undermine or dismiss these legitimate individual experiences, but to outline what we conceive as the structural barriers against the emergence of a deeper, collective sense of settledness amongst the settler Australian population deriving from Australia's settler-colonial foundations.
Seeing Double: Unsettled Settlers in Settler Australia
It is now a commonplace to observe that the doctrine of terra nullius rested not only on the wholesale denial of indigenous knowledges and histories, but derived its most powerful legitimating force through association with Lockean conceptions of property, whereby '[w]hatsoever … he removes out of the State that Nature hath provided and left it in, he hath mixed his Labour with it, and joined to it something that is his own, and thereby makes it his Property' (Locke 116) . In this construction, the fact that 'indigenous peoples did not engage in European style agriculture' meant that 'they did not really own the land, but merely ranged over it' (Lloyd 34 Any intimations of a pre-existing sovereign indigenous presence are, quite literally, washed away with the 'tide of history'; Australia as terra incognita here becomes a terra nullius-literally a 'land belonging to no-one' (Reynolds, The Law of the Land 12). Having disavowed indigenous knowledges, history and sovereignty in preparing the ground for 'settlement' and having inadvertently dislocated and thereby negated their own historicity in the process, the settlers find themselves alone within an empty geographical and historical space; a terranulliusincognita. In this situation, the settler is left with little option but to imagine themselves accepting the 'mantle of belonging to the land' from the indigene as the inevitable outcome of progressive linear history (Rose, Reports From a Wild Country 117) and as the only possibility of escape from an unsettled state of 'historylessness' (Veracini, 'Historylessness').
The notion of replacement-of striving 'for the elimination of the native in favour of an unmediated connection between the settlers and the land' (Veracini Settler Colonialism 272)-constitutes a fundamental, foundational feature of the settler colonial order. In Wolfe's definition, '[s] ettler colonies were (are) premised on the elimination of native societies' (Settler Colonialism 2); unlike other forms of colonialism, settler colonisation has as its 'primary object … the land itself' and is therefore 'a winner-take-all project whose dominant feature is not exploitation but replacement ' (163) . To the extent that the settler colonial imagination constructs a geographically and historically negated space emerging at the moment of its own inception, this process of elimination and replacement appears relatively straightforward.
Yet the settler promises to be a superior indigene precisely because 'he' brings his history-and with it, 'his' superior knowledge and practices-with him; he can no more efface his own pre-history without undermining his legitimating claims for 'settlement' than he can completely replace the indigene without doing so. Further, the settler is compelled to keep the category of indigene intact in order to (attempt to) inhabit it, yet in the act of emptying it of historical significance to enable its inhabitation he renders it obsolete. The 'founding forgetting' (Garbutt, The Locals 191) required by and for both terra incognita and terra nullius consequently remains always and everywhere incomplete; the very act of founding through attempted elimination and replacement prohibits the possibility of forgetting.
The 'long transitive moment' ushered in by European colonisation may therefore be conceived as presenting 'problems for settlers as well as for Aboriginal people' due to the inevitably unfulfilled 'redemptive purpose' of replacing the indigenous order with a new and improved settler-colonial civilisation (Rose, Reports From a Wild Country 66) . Settler indigenisation remains, in Goldie's terms, 'an impossible necessity' (13); an 'important site of conflict' is consequently created for settler societies at the contested point of juncture between 'the backward-looking impotence of exile and the forward-looking impetus to indigeneity' (Ashcroft, Griffiths and Tiffin 135) .
Further, the continuing existence of an aboriginal presence-literally, a presence from the origin(Hodge and Mishra 25)-functions constantly and unsettlingly to remind the settler of their status as 'an alien in their own land', initiating a persistent 'separation of belonging' at the core of the settler experience (Garbutt, The Locals 192) . It therefore remains the case that in relation to the establishment of the settler order, 'to get in the way all the native has to do is stay at home' (Rose, (Reynolds, 'New Frontiers' 139) .
Similarly, the double vision inherent within the settler Australian lexicon leads to a continuing colonial consciousness 'of two places at the same moment', a simultaneous awareness of 'the colonised landscape and the landscape of origin' (Arthur 27) . To the extent that this awareness remains a facet of settler existence for 'as long as the colonist remembers that this was a place where the colonist society or individual once was not' (27)-a memory embedded within the language itself-settlers are repeatedly reminded of both their exile and arrival and yet prevented from either escaping the former or ultimately establishing the latter. Settler Australians find themselves haunted by a specifically settlercolonial 'spectre of comparisons'
It is our suggestion that, as a result of these complex and conflicting settlercolonial exigencies and imperatives, settler Australians find themselves existing in an intractable double bind, a permanent state of unsettlement in which they experience 'a filiative and an affiliative connection with "home" … where "home" is alternatively (or simultaneously) both the "old" and the "new" place' (21) and yet fail to feel at home in either. In facing forwards towards their impossible but necessary indigenisation whilst simultaneously glancing anxiously backwards over their shoulder in an attempt to both draw upon and disavow their pre-historic connection to the Default Country, the settler negates their own knowledge and historicity-along with that of their indigenous Other-and thereby renders themselves unsettled everywhere and settled nowhere, confined within the triangular dialectic between colonial and indigene (Veracini Settler Colonialism) . Trapped between the competing imperatives of settler-colonialism, the first 'striving for indigenisation and national autonomy, the other aiming at neo-European replication and the establishment of a "civilised" pattern of life' (21), the imagined, ideal, indigenous-settler society remains 'a society "to come"' (23).
Settler Australia as a Site of Travel and Exile
Settler Australia is founded on travel. In the aftermath of the initial arrival of Europeans, '[t]housands of people voyaged over 10,000 miles, half the globe, from Northern Europe to the Antipodes' (Sussex xi) and continue to do so today. While the composition and motivations of settler Australia's migratory history are complex, diverse and have varied over time, the nearly 98% of Australia's current population of non-Indigenous descent 'are either immigrants (23%), the children of immigrants (22%) or the descendants of fairly recent immigrants (the remaining 53%)' (Jupp 49) . Of these, a substantial majority derive from the British Isles and particularly from England (49). Yet in a characteristically dissembling move, the Australian language of settlement has no language for migration except for those who come after, who are next, who forever embody migration as 'migrants', who come here from 'somewhere else' … It has no language for a story that keeps the migration of Anglo-Celtic settlers in mind as migrants. (Garbutt, ' Towards an Ethic of Location' 179)
Thus the structural distinction between settlers and migrants on the basis of the former category's sovereign capacity is reinforced through the simultaneous homogenisation of the history of Australian immigration by those we have termed settlers, alongside the historical and linguistic self-effacement of settlers' own migratory history through claims to white autochthony (Garbutt, The Locals) . It remains the case that the 'majority of Australians at most points in our history have been migrants or the children and grandchildren of migrants' (Pesman 19 ), yet through the necessary but necessarily implausible transformation of settler claims that 'we were here first' into claims that 'we were always here' (Garbutt, The Locals 203), migrants are permanently displaced as 'new Australians', while settler Australians once again replace Indigenous Australians in their originary status.
However, even if the settler's 'backward glance [is] one of rejection' (Pesman 19)-as evident in characterisations of Australia as an egalitarian and classless society in opposition to 'Old England', for example-(Veracini, 'Historylessness' 271)-'part of our attention has always been fixed somewhere else' (Pesman 19) ; the persistently unsettling awareness of a pre-existent 'home' elsewhere renders settler Australia a 'haunted' place (Porter) , even for ostensibly settled settlers. While within the 'clearing' of terra nullius incognita ' Anglo-Celtic migrants show up as colonists, then settlers, and eventually as locals' so that their dynamic and transitive history of migration 'becomes sedentary, not migratory', the settler psyche nevertheless finds itself 'haunted by the place left behind' (Garbutt, The Locals 207) . Despite the obvious linguistic implications of the language of settlement-which attempts to make permanent the inherently transitorysettled settler Australia might therefore be more appropriately understood as an uncanny site of exile and travel in and of itself.
Offord and Haebich define exile in terms of 'the experience of uncertainty and insecurity, and a consequential expression of logic that is based on a search for a sense of belonging and a sense of place' (1) 
Despite compulsive attempts to the contrary, settler Australians have consequently experienced their historical and geographical circumstances in terms of movement, constructing their identities through an inherently transitory disposition within which the tensions Levitus identifies-that is, between a yearning to belong and an equally compelling yearning to escaperemain intractable.
In Musgrove's description, the 'travelling subject, wavering between two worlds, is by no means the self-assured colonist; rather, that subject is poised to split and unravel … in a fundamentally reflexive confrontation with the unsustainable values of "home"' (39). Here, Musgrove might as well be addressing the settler as the traveller; both waver-or find themselves caught-within the liminal in-between zone separating two (or more) worlds, constantly haunted by the spectre of 'home' while comfortably at home nowhere. As Musgrove continues, the 'traveller's action of wavering between worlds is potentially annihilating … [it is] underscored by the anxious sense that to travel is to "be nowhere"' (32). Settler Australians continuously and compulsively shift between worlds; between various potential homelands (here, elsewhere, nowhere) as well as between self-constructed narratives of history and identity and the reality of settler-colonial circumstances; between White Australia on the one hand and the Reality (Hage) of Indigenous sovereignty on the other. To some extent, then, to inhabit the uncertain identity of the settler Australian is to find oneself 'nowhere'; if travellers experience acute-and potentially annihilatingunsettlement and uncertainty in the way that we suggest settler Australians do at 'home', then the continent itself can indeed be conceived as a site of travel.
For settler Australians, travel consequently involves an additional(ly) unsettling duality; when settler Australians travel, they move away from their already ambivalent physical and metaphysical location in Australia into equally ambivalent locations elsewhere, arguably only amplifying their already unsettled state; travel therefore functions to compound rather than relieve the settler experience of what Gelder and Jacobs have termed the 'uncanny' (23).
In their analysis, 'an "uncanny" experience may occur when one's home is rendered ... unfamiliar; one has the experience ... of being in place and "out of place" simultaneously' (23). This feeling epitomises the settler's experience of unsettlement in contemporary Australia as we have described it, yet the uncanny works both ways; within the context of settler-colonial Australia as a site of travel itself, but also and simultaneously in the context of returning 'home'. As Christou has argued-although in another cultural context-upon return the 'possibilities of being "in exile" while "at home" ... convey feelings of estrangement from the homeland that returnees longed to return to ' (125) . There can, in other words, be no going back; settlers have become-as they always intended themselves to be-settled in their unsettled situatedness as settler Australians. Through the complex linguistic and historical processes outlined above by means of which their pre-historic connections with another 'home' elsewhere have been dissembled and disavowed, the settler has left themselves stranded in a literal and symbolic 'no man's land' without any home at all.
Returnees' simultaneous exile and 'at-home-ness' within both contemporary and historical 'homelands' can consequently be conceived as an uncanny experience; to be a settler Australian at this time is to find oneself confined within a global uncanny sphere; both at home and not at home on the continent; both at home and not at home elsewhere. (Bauman, Liquid Times) has been driven by the complex interplay of three specifically contemporary influences: firstly, the increasing availability and acceptance of aviation as a mode of travel; secondly, the deterritorialisation and destabilisation of formerly-at least relatively-stable identities; and finally, the emergence of an active and agentive Indigenous presence within Australian historiography and consequently settler consciousness.
To a certain extent the continuation of the phenomenon of returning 'home' beyond the period in which England has been legitimately, or acceptably, referred to as such amongst Australians of Anglo-Celtic origins or descent may well be attributed to the broader global 'democratisation of travel' which has occurred over at least the last 20 years (Pesman 26) , in which 'there has … been a transition from aviation being a luxury form of mobility for the wealthy few to being a self-evident and often cheap means of mass transportation for large parts of society in industrialized countries' (Gössling, Ceron and Dubois 132 While it may be both understandable and reasonable for settler Australians to maintain close contemporary connections to England and other homelands, these connections can be read as reflecting an inherently outward-looking disposition; as Diamond notes, 'most Australians don't depend on or really live in the Australian environment: they live instead in one of those five big cities ... connected to the outside world, rather than to the Australian landscape' (388). This disposition is motivated by an underlying sense of settler unsettlement and the resultant imperatives and exigencies towards modes and methods of escape, the persistence of such connections functions to prohibit attainment of the specific objective urged by Shaw; that is, to settle, to develop a substantive sense of settledness amongst the settler population in and with the place it finds itself historically and geographically located. Consequently, while the settler's necessarily pre-existent historical connection to another place is seized upon as a potential source of alleviation for their persistently unsettled state, in reality such a move functions to obfuscate any requirement for them to address the underlying causes of their predicament.
Of more immediate and pressing concern, however, are the significant environmental implications arising from the ongoing maintenance of these connections through incessant and unquestioning air travel, since air travel seriously compounds ecological issues; it is a highly polluting mode of transport (Daley; Gössling and Upham) . Given that the growth of the aviation industry is proceeding apace in a world that requires drastic and immediate reductions in greenhouse gas emissions if it is to survive in any recognisable or anthropologically inhabitable state, the imperatives for settler Australians to settle are becoming increasingly and urgently important.
Flying into Climate Change
In a world where greenhouse gas emissions must be lowered-and even, it now appears, reversed (Rigby)-if life on earth as we know it is to survive into the future, any industry whose emissions are slated to grow, as are those of the aviation industry, should be regarded as highly problematic, even dangerous. As Gössling et al. suggest, while '[t] he contribution of aviation to climate change is, with a global share of just 2 per cent of emissions of CO2 … often regarded as negligible', this (mis)perception 'ignores … the current and expected growth in air traffic, as well as its sociocultural drivers. Aviation is a rapidly growing sector, with annual passenger growth forecasts of 4.9 per cent in the coming 20 years' (131). Further to the corresponding increases in the overall emissions of this already emissions-intensive industry, it should be emphasised that aviation is singled out by those concerned by climate change, over and above other admittedly ecologically damaging forms of transport such as driving, because it is the altitude at which emissions are released, not simply the emissions themselves, that causes so much destruction (see Daley; Gössling) . As the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Chance (IPCC) has determined, the overall warming effect of aircraft emissions are around 2.7 times greater than 'the release of fossil carbon alone' due to the altitude at which they are released (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change). Gössling and Upham conclude that 'aviation is without a doubt significant in terms of climate change … because of the comparably expensive options for emissions reductions in this sector, the rapid growth of air travellers, as well as its sociocultural and economic importance' (13).
This situates flying as a particularly problematic form of transport from an environmental point of view compared to other modes or methods of transportation and explains why overland travel, in most cases, is less environmentally damaging than the equivalent flight. However, seeking to replace flight with alternative, land-based methods is also problematic; as Monbiot points out,
[n]ew fuel consumption figures for both fast passenger ships and ultra high-speed trains suggest that their carbon emissions are comparable to those of planes ... What all this means is that if we want to stop the planet from cooking, we will simply have to stop travelling at the kind of speeds that planes permit. ('We Are All Killers') Despite this uncomfortable yet unavoidable reality, amongst those in wealthy, industrialised societies, flying-as well as the underlying cultural imperative of entitled hypermobility-is rarely positioned as a choice. Nor is it discussed in terms of its social justice implications and contribution to the perpetuation of existing inequalities, even though these two characteristics are of fundamental importance to any consideration of aviation.
With regard to the former, we are now living in an era defined by travel and, more specifically, travel by aviation (Gössling and Upham) . Flying is an assumed and unquestioned mode of transport for many journeys, particularly in Australia, where Blainey's 'tyranny of distance' engenders an especially positive attitude towards both domestic and international travel (Westerhausen 14) . The rate of growth in travel in general and aviation in particular is simultaneously manifesting and enabling a global understanding of corporeal movement as a positive and desirable part of life; the more we travel, the more fundamentally travel becomes an intrinsic element of existence, viewed as a basic human right akin to attaining food, shelter and work. This is, of course, privileged reasoning; the very concept of leisure travel, or of air travel as an entitlement rather than a luxury, is largely a Western construct; '[i]mplicit in [our] culture is the idea that one is both entitled to travel and should travel. It ought to be an essential part of one's life and is a fundamental human right' (Urry 257). However, it is also important to note that the developing middle-classes in China and India will see more and more people worldwide slated to partake in regular flying for pleasure and work (Gössling and Upham 9) , with correspondingly detrimental environmental consequences to follow.
Yet despite a growing awareness of climate change, travel by aviation remains a taken-for-granted aspect of contemporary existence; even when it is conceived as a matter of choice, the possibility of choosing not to fly is inevitably construed as either implausible or irrelevant. While the creator of the travel writing empire Rough Guides, for example, is concerned about the aviation industry's impact on the environment, he simultaneously feels comfortable stating that 'I very much respect the purist attitudes of those who say they will never fly again, but it's totally unrealistic to expect the majority to do the same' (Hill) ; for him, the very possibility of choosing not to fly is dismissed in the same moment as it appears.
In a similarly obfuscating move, Hickman is able to admit that in England '[i] t seems … we, as a nation that avidly consumes cheap flights, do indeed face a choice', yet proceeds to position this choice as arising between the competing options of continuing to 'partake in … what the industry describes as "nonessential" travel' or starting to 'ration this habit, even if others elsewhere in the world quite understandably will be quick to take our place on the plane' (our emphasis). Here, travel, especially of the 'non-essential' kind, is constructed as an actual and even conceivable choice. Yet in Hickman's self-justifying position, it is the willingness of others to take one's place and thereby negate any positive impact such an admittedly difficult choice might possess, which renders the choice itself irrelevant. This echoes arguments employed to such great effect in the Australian context against the idea of taking legislative action to curb our emissions: if other countries, especially China and India, aren't willing to follow suit-despite increasing evidence that that is precisely what they are already doing (Garnaut, The Garnaut Review 2011) -then why should we 'act first' and condemn ourselves to 'competitive disadvantage'?
Monbiot notes lamentingly that the problems of flying are now broadly understood by almost everyone I meet. But it has had no impact whatever on their behaviour. When I challenge my friends about their planned weekend in Rome or their holiday in Florida, they respond with a strange, distant smile and avert their eyes … The moral dissonance is deafening. ('We Are All Killers') However, 'our' (wealthy, Western) cultural positioning of flying as a basic human entitlement remains highly problematic not only in its contribution to increases in global emissions in general, but also to the increasingly recognised relationship between climate change and social justice more specifically (Davidson; Monbiot 'We Are All Killers'; Moss; Plumwood Environmental Culture; Urry). As a result of their disproportionate and disproportionately distributed contribution to the manifestation of anthropogenic climate change, aviation and other emissions-intensive modes of transport impinge upon the actual human rights of those who will be most affected by climatic shifts and natural disasters, mainly those in the so-called 'third' and 'fourth' worlds; that is, citizens of disadvantaged, 'less-developed' nations and disadvantaged, often indigenous, peoples in 'developed' nations ('The Language of Foreign Affairs').
Climate change is occurring as a result of the affluent lifestyles of a small proportion of the world's population; in relation to the impacts of aviation in particular, 'it can be estimated that only about 2-3 per cent of the world's population fly in between any two countries over one consecutive year, indicating that participation in air travel is highly unequally distributed on a global scale' (Gössling, Ceron and Dubois 131). Even within industrialised societies, it is only 'a minority of highly mobile individuals who account for a large share of the overall kilometres travelled' (131). Yet the actions of this select few will negatively impact upon the many; as Monbiot articulates it, '[s]ome 92 million Bangladeshis could be driven out of their homes this century, in order that we can still go shopping in New York. Flying kills. We all know it, and we all do it' ('We Are All Killers').
The Ecological Implications of Unsettled Settlers
As Lines has argued,
[i]n 200 years European technology, warfare, culture and political economy have swept across the Australian landscape as an expression of manifest destiny, changing forever the face of the land. Nowhere else on earth have so few people pauperised such a large proportion of the world's surface in such a brief period of time. (12) (13) It is difficult to imagine a more severe disjunction between epistemological construction and ontological experience than one which has allowed such a disturbing reality to eventuate. However, the relationships between European Enlightenment epistemology and colonisation, as well as the implications of both the precepts and products of this system of thought for Australian peoples and ecologies, have been more than adequately explicated by others elsewhere (see, for example, Carter; Gascoigne; Griffiths; Langton, 'The European Construction of Wilderness'; Langton, 'Science Fictions'; Lines; Moran; Plumwood, Environmental Culture; Reynolds, The Law of the Land; Rigby; Rose, Reports From a Wild Country; Suchet; Wolfe, 'On Being Woken Up'). We are concerned specifically with the ecological implications arising from the persistently unsettled nature of the settler situation in ' Australia' as a site of travel and exile; it is our central contention that the cultural and ecological consequences of allowing this situation to continue into an already environmentally altered future will be devastating, not only for settlers themselves but also for their national migrant and indigenous cohabitants. And here there emerges yet another implication of 'exile', for as Hamilton notes of our future in a climatically altered world, for 'many, only by moving will they survive' (204).
In settler colonial Australia, the ecological issues we will and have already arguably begun to confront as a result of the anthropogenic climate change to which our flying habits-amongst other, multiple, manifestations of our situation as unsettled settlers-have contributed, are concerning, even dire. Yet while there has been at least some segment of the settler Australian population for whom the decimation and degradation of the Australian environment has been of concern for as long as its exploitation has been systematically and exponentially occurring-that is, ever since first 'settlement' (Bonyhady)-Australia remains one of the world's highest per capita emitters and continues to be 'a drag on the global mitigation effort in contradiction to its own strong national interest in effective global mitigation' (Garnaut, 'Update Paper 2' 25) . It is our suggestion that this paradoxical and fundamentally irrational situation-in the sense of acting precisely against one's own interests-constitutes a consequence of the state of anxious exile and unsettlement which persists as a structural feature of settler Australian culture, manifest in the extent to which Australians remain 'outward-looking', historically, culturally and geographically. In keeping with our epistemological inheritance, we will attempt to outline our conclusion in doubles. Firstly, in our conception, settler Australians find themselves existing in a permanent state of unsettlement as a result of their illegitimate foundations and the double effacement integral to their own selfconstruction-the effacement involved in their continuing attempts to displace and replace the pre-existing, sovereign indigenous presence on the one hand and the corresponding effacement of their own migratory histories on the other. Secondly, as a consequence of this persistent state of unsettlement, settlers possess an inherently outward-looking historical, cultural and geographical disposition which perpetuates both settler degradation of the Australian environment and their disproportionate contribution to climate change, apparent in thepredictably-dual imperatives of denying the realities of the lands in which they live and simultaneously seeking escape through travel and hypermobility. The imperatives, exigencies and implications arising as a result of this disposition manifest themselves in further perpetuation of settler unsettlement and anxiety, leading to our conception of Australia as a transitory space of exile and travel in and of itself. Within this unsettled and unsettling space, settlers find themselves compelled to look forwards, towards an admittedly unattainable future in which they have superseded Indigenous Australians in their direct connection with the Australian lands while compulsively looking backwards over their shoulder towards the Default Country in the hope of (re)locating and (re)constructing the historical inheritance they inadvertently disavowed in their initial act of 'founding forgetting'.
Settling Settler Australia
However, it seems self-evident from this reconstruction of the history of Australian 'settlement' that settlers must first turn backwards in order to move forwards; under the urgent imperatives of imminent ecological destruction and anthropogenic climate change, settlers must avert their inherently exilic gaze from their pre-histories at 'home' in the Default Country to confront the historical, cultural and geographical realities of the lands in which they live. In doing so, there must initially and inevitably occur a fundamental recognition of the realities of settler colonisation and its outcomes for Australian lands and peoples, including for settlers themselves. In particular, a correction in the imagined yet impossible necessity of displacing and replacing Indigenous Australians in their connection with Australian lands must be superseded by a mode of dialogical openness to the opportunities, both ecological and cultural, afforded by the continuation of this connection. In this sense, climate change may be conceived as offering settler Australians an opportunity to finally settle; for while it remains the case that 'ecoharms' are currently-and will continue to be-as unequally and unevenly distributed as other forms of harm in a society characterised by remoteness (Plumwood, Environmental Culture 85) , in the current climate all Australians find themselves with something to lose. Further, while Mabo and Wik ultimately failed to deliver the recognition of and reconciliation with Indigenous Australians many had hoped for, all Australians not only have something to lose but something to gain by opening themselves to the histories of the continent on which they live as a necessary precursor to addressing-or at least adapting to-imminent climate change.
However, as Greenblatt rightly argues,
[t]here is no going back to the fantasy that once upon a time there were settled, coherent, and perfectly integrated … communities … [w]e need to understand colonization, exile, emigration, wandering, contamination, and unintended consequences, along with the fierce compulsions of greed, longing, and restlessness, for it is these disruptive forces that principally shape the history and diffusion of identity. (2) In advocating the reorientation of the settler gaze back towards the histories and realities of the continent on which the settler exists, we are not proposing a turn away from the future or, indeed, away from the outside world; on the contrary, we posit such a reorientation as a prerequisite for the possibility of imagining and engaging with a positive and attainable future and locatedness instead of the double dissembling and disavowal we conceive as characteristic of contemporary settler existence.
With regard to aviation specifically as both cause and symptom of the present state of settler unsettlement, the possibility of grounding flight is most often countered-outside the forms of outright or underhanded dismissal as outlined above-by the notion that to limit travel is to manifest cultural devolution, to undo the positive 'progress' of modernity. The fear here is that becoming grounded will reduce our lives, consigning them to some imagined, static, preglobalised state. Aside from the myriad difficulties inherent in the alternativeenvironmental destruction-the fundamental problem of the assertion remains that there is no going back. The increasing availability and accessibility of internet and communications technologies generates the possibility for a potential grounded culture emerging apart from those of the past, yet in addition to the inadequacy of these technologies in replicating current modes of co-presence (Urry), they are not themselves without significant ecological implications.
In Australia, a 2010 report by Connection Research determined that 'ICT is responsible for nearly 2.7 percent of Australia's total carbon emissions … [and] is directly responsible for more than 7 per cent of all electricity generated in Australia' (256), while in the same year the annual carbon footprint of the Internet was estimated as equivalent to 'every person in the UK flying to America and back twice over' (Clark and Berners-Lee) .
Consequently, while in the potentially emergent world of virtual interconnectivity we could conceivably remain linked-in ever increasing capacities-to the outside world, even as our corporeal selves remained in place, it seems, as Monbiot suggests, that what may be required for the mitigation of anthropogenic climate change-or at least a reduction in its effects-is simply self-imposed restraint. As he has suggested with regard to aviation, this means the end of distant foreign holidays, unless you are prepared to take a long time getting there … that business meetings must take place over the internet or by means of video conferences … that transcontinental journeys must be made by train or coach … that journeys around the world must be reserved for visiting the people you love, and that they will require both slow travel and the saving up of carbon rations … the end of shopping trips to New York, parties in Ibiza, second homes in Tuscany … unless you believe that these activities are worth the sacrifice of the biosphere and the lives of the poor. ('On the Flightpath to Global Meltdown') However, nor does the adoption by settler Australians of an 'ethics of location' (Garbutt, 'Towards an Ethic of Location'; Garbutt, The Locals) aiming towards the recognition of and reconciliation with Indigenous Australians and Australian lands through a dialogical disposition founded on understandings of interconnectivity and inclusivity entail turning away from the outside world. To do so would be to simply (re)perpetuate the epistemic hyperseparations so deeply implicated in the issues we have been discussing (Plumwood, Environmental Culture) in much the same way as contemporary preservationist environmental discourse functions to reverse rather than disrupt the dualisms it ostensibly rejects (Suchet 146) . Neither does such a disposition entail an uncritical adoption of a 'Heideggerian singularity of focus [which] legitimates a narrowing of place relationship to a special place, in a way that supports a concept of the home property of a (national) self that is strongly set apart from and above other places, in terms of care and priority' (Plumwood, 'Shadow Places' 144) . Rather, what is required is the emergence of a non-possessive conception of belonging capable of encompassing dialogue, relationality and concepts of sharing-particularly as pertaining to present understandings of sovereignty (Chartrand; Fleras; Tully)-a rethinking of the very notion of belonging so persistently problematic in the settler colonial context (Read, Returning to Nothing; Read, Belonging) .
This reconceptualisation would not prohibit travel in and of itself-even travel by aviation-but would rather function to render the structural settlercolonial imperatives towards the compulsively monadic and escapist mode of travel we have identified amongst settler Australians effectively redundant. The reorientation of settler consciousness away from haunting images of 'Home' and towards the multiple, complex and divergent histories of the place in which they live, along with the removal of the imperative towards escape through substantive negotiated settlement, would enable the emergence of a mode of journeying (Mathews; Plumwood, Environmental Culture) 
